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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

New sport stadia are always contentious projects but in small cities, the
stakes may be proportionally higher. This study analyses the turbulence
generated by a stadium’s approval and ﬁnancing in Dunedin, New
Zealand (2004-2017).It analyses: 1) the city’s deferment of advice and
fundraising to a charitable trust, 2) the ﬁnancing apparatus that used
council-owned companies (COCs) to obfuscate costs, and 3) the resultant
consequences including legal proceedings, COC reforms and company
failures. It is suggested that the porousness of governance arrangements
invited scrutiny of the links between the city and its COCs, and by
extension induced a temporary halt to the softening public-private
boundary.
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新建运动场馆项目总是备受争议，在小城市里，反对意见可能相应高
些。本研究分析了新西兰2004年至2017年间批准并资助在达尼丁建设
体育馆所引发的巨大反应。文章指出1）达尼丁市对建议反应迟缓，并
向一家慈善信托公司筹集资金；2）筹资过程中使用了市政委员会下属
公司，造成成本混乱；3）上述行为导致了司法干预、市政委员会下属
公司改组和关停。文章指出，治理安排的漏洞招致对城市当局与下属
公司关系的严查，进而短期影响了软化公私界限的进程。

Sport stadia are among the most contentious of public expenditures for local governments. Cities
of all sizes pursue these projects in line with an increasing interest in “place promotion”,
investment and growth (Hall 2006). In this environment, deliberations can appear improvisational
as well as contentious; proposals mobilise ad hoc partnerships between public, private and semipublic organisations, spur new interest groups (both pro and anti-stadium) and set in motion
opinion polls, surveys and plebiscites (Eisinger 2000, Delaney and Eckstein 2007).
In recognising that governance challenges are context/place speciﬁc, issues facing small cities
around such large-scale developments may be understood diﬀerently owing to the former’s
vulnerability and peripheral standing (Bell and Jayne 2009). Unlike in larger cities, where contemporary stadia are bundled within entertainment and shopping complexes, small cities typically
lack these economies of scale and capacities to diﬀuse risk. Taken together, stadia can potentially
generate disruption in small city local planning and governance (e.g.,Searle 2002). Indeed due to
blurred public-private interests, the nature of justiﬁcations, the uncertainty of outcomes, and the
complexity of ﬁnancing instruments, decisions to build a new stadium may precipitate considerable “turbulence” (Ansell and Trondal, 2017, Ansell et al. 2016).
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This research thus broadly explores the turbulence generated by the decision to build a stadium
in the context of a small city. The concept of turbulence is used here to direct analytical attention
to the “the fragility of institutions” and to “surprising cascading dynamics that test the sustainability of existing governance arrangements” (Ansell et al. 2016, p. 2). While the impacts of stadia
have been analysed with reference to urban renewal (e.g., transport issues, tourism), our focus is
on the stadium as a catalyst in transforming the way public–private partnerships are harnessed/
deployed. More particularly this study documents the consequences, emanating from the collaborative partnership arrangements that enabled a stadium’s approval, ﬁnancing and construction.
Using Pierre’s (2011) framework of urban governance, it explores the “possibilities and perils”
associated with particular forms of public-private interaction (p. 6). In doing so, this research
further asks what local governing reforms have since been instituted to square the contradictory
goals of an entrepreneurial city with the demands for public accountability.
The contribution of this research is thus twofold. The ﬁrst surrounds the role and impact of
municipally appointed “charitable trusts” in shaping local government decision-making on projects of this nature. On the surface, the appointment of a private organisation to investigate the
feasibility of a new stadium appears consistent with practices surrounding the use of consultants
in urban planning (Stewart 2009, Linovski 2016). However, imbuing this advisory role with the
explicit function of championing the project is arguably less typical, and inherently problematic in
relation to who is accountable and legitimate to lead public deliberations. Indeed, one of the
accusations levelled at public-private development regimes more generally, is in regard to the
conﬂicting roles state authorities adopt as both project advocates and stewards of public funds
(Hodge and Greve 2018). In this perspective, our study contributes to understanding the inﬂuence
of policy advice that operates within a “liminal space” (Manwaring 2018) that is, at the nexus
between private and public sector boundaries. For Manwaring (2018), this kind of “policy
advisory system” is a reﬂection of contemporary governance regimes that legitimise polycentric
advice “embedded neither wholly within nor outside government” (p. 876).
Along similar lines, a second research contribution lies with understanding the relationships
between local authorities and their council-controlled companies. There is a small but emerging
body of research on these municipally owned corporations (MOCs) pointing to various “black box
issues” around their autonomy and control (Krause and Van Thiel 2019). According to Voorn
et al. (2017) these shared ownership structures facilitate extensive cooperation between diverse
public and private sector organisations. MOCs are thus important to analyse as potential conduits
to integrate public and quasi-public ﬁnances, using cross-subsidies, subventions and dividends.
While not inherently problematic, these structures pose a governance dilemma in relation to
entrepreneurialism (or in one principle of NPM, “letting the managers manage”) and accountability (as “public assurance”) (Aucoin and Heintzman 2000). Indeed, while the development of
complex funding schemes for stadia, such as “tax increment ﬁnancing”, public ﬂoats or endowment funds, may well be innovative ﬁnancing structures, they are also used to mute citizen
opposition to public subsidies (cf. Searle 2002, Long 2012, Scherer 2016). Thus how ﬁnance
arrangements are depicted, deployed, by whom and with what level of transparency are key
considerations because these structures serve to displace value rationality (should we build it) with
technical rationality (how can we build it) (see Raco et al. 2016, Teresa 2017). Moreover, as the
case below illustrates, the complexity of ﬁnancing structures can render them impenetrable for
both elected oﬃcials and their citizenry to understand.
In 2007, the small New Zealand city of Dunedin (pop. 125,000) considered a proposal to build
a new, 25,000-seat, covered stadium. The impetus for the stadium began in 2003 following the
announcement that high proﬁle rugby games (featuring the All Blacks and international rivals
Australia, South Africa, Britain and France) would only be allocated to cities with stadia meeting
minimum requirements (a combination of total seating, covered seating, corporate and media
facilities). Despite substantial public opposition, the Council voted to proceed with the project in
early 2009, with its completion aimed to be in time for the 2011 Rugby World Cup. Of the total
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construction cost of NZD$224 million, all but $8 million came from government sources with the
bulk coming from the Dunedin City Council ($163 million), Otago Regional Council
($38 million) and central government ($15 million). The project would cost $1,540 NZD for
every urban resident – proportionately equivalent to a city of one million people spending
$1.54 billion on a sport facility. Private sector contributions for the new stadium, promised to
be $45.5 million, never eventuated – with just $678,000 going towards the cost of the build.
Policy processes associated with the Dunedin’s Stadium were researched and documented as
events unfolded from 2004–2011, with events during the period 2012–2017 underpinning the
present study. In the ﬁrst section, we provide the historical context surrounding the decision to
build a stadium, focusing in particular on the inﬂuence of a charitable trust in steering policy
advice. The second section outlines the ﬁnancial apparatus that allowed the project to proceed
despite escalating costs, court injunctions and public opposition. In the third section, we detail the
cascading consequences that resulted from the stadium’s construction and ﬁnancing arrangements. Here we suggest this turbulence has generated the impetus for reforms in relation to the
accountability of council-controlled companies.

1. Urban Governance Theory
The outlook of the present research is broadly institutionalist, in that structures and organisations
are the principal focus. Partnerships insofar as they are established governing structures, are thus
considered institutions as are the structural arrangements that shape organisational roles, patterns
of authority, and opportunities/constraints for policy advice. Following sociological institutionalist
strands, this account draws attention to the contingent nature of governing capacity and the
fragility of governing arrangements (Pierre 2011, Lowndes and Roberts 2013). More particularly,
we adopt Pierre’s (2016) perspective on urban governance as a suitable lens because it can
integrate in its explanations, “new modes of governance, social partnerships, complex and
negotiated arrangements of vertical institutional coordination, and the managerial ‘turn’ in public
service delivery” (Pierre 2016, p. 479). Two particular elements of these modes merit further
explanation.
Public–private partnerships have been an extensively researched phenomenon, in part
because of their long-standing practice, but also because they signal changes in governance
more broadly (see Greve and Hodge 2013). One aspect of these changes concerns the
entrenchment of partnerships between local governments and their council-controlled organisations (CCOs) – the municipal adaptation of state-owned enterprises in countries like the UK
and NZ. While the manifestations of local authority-owned companies are country speciﬁc
(McKinlay 2013), they diﬀer from “value-for-money” partnership initiatives (e.g., for the
construction of toll roads or hospitals), instead emerging from the privatisation of community
assets such as ports, public transportation services and power generation facilities. In terms of
their structures, McKinlay (2013) notes that, “it is usual for elected members and/or local civil
servants to be appointed to the governing body of such companies” (p. 189). With this
arrangement and given their role as dividend providers (to oﬀset local taxes), it is unclear
whether CCOs are more or less susceptible to the blurring of accountability that characterises
PPPs more generally (Andon 2012).
A second signiﬁcant dimension of urban governance relates to the use of appointed advisory
bodies in the generation of planning advice and investigation. These are an important means
of coordinating public and private interests but may diﬀer widely in their scope and “powers”
(Sam and Scherer 2006). While private consultants, for example, might produce economic
impact studies suggesting the positive impacts of hosting a sporting event, they typically stop
short of claiming a deﬁnitive opinion on what ought to be done. However, in cases where
collaborative planning is needed to determine feasibility, groups may be formed that include
private and public sector interests. These “hybrid assemblages” (Raco et al. 2016) are intended
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to foster collaboration for advancing a project from the outset and are thus more politically
inﬂuential than consultants charged with economic impact studies. For Beveridge (2012)
deferment to commercial interests and their consultants is analytically important because it
draws attention to “institutional voids” that may can undermine traditional deliberative
arrangements (see also Hendriks and Carson 2008). They not only provide business cases
and plans for a particular project, seeking to make links with potential ﬁnancial partners, they
may also be active in the media and in public forums. As they are independent of elected
oﬃcials, these partnerships raise questions about both oversight of the public funds they use
for their investigations and whether their activities are subject to the same level of transparency (e.g., oﬃcial information requests).

2. Research Approach
The three analytical themes below (consultants, apparatus and consequences) were drawn from
the analysis of archival sources published between 2006–2017. These materials consist of city
council minutes, annual plans, consultant reports, external audits and internal (city council
commissioned) reviews. In addition, interviews were conducted with the two Council managers and principal designers of the ﬁnancing apparatus in 2010 as well as with two members
of the anti-stadium group (Stop the Stadium) and the head of the Dunedin Ratepayers and
Household Association. A number of non-public documents, including correspondences
between STS and the Dunedin City Council, Oﬃce of the Ombudsman and CST were sourced
from a blog site created in response to the stadium and since re-purposed as a site for
information on topics related to the city’s social and built environment (https://dunedinsta
dium.wordpress.com/a-study-of-site). Since the stadium’s completion in 2011 and for the
purposes of detailing the consequences, this research has relied on media (print and radio
broadcasts) and ﬁnancial reports from Council-owned companies, as well as on reports from
the Oﬃce of the Auditor General, internal reviews within the Dunedin City Council and
consultant’s reviews of governance structures.

3. The Consultants
In 2004, the Dunedin City Council (DCC) initiated public consultations, with a view towards
supporting an upgrade to the existing stadium (owned by the Otago Rugby Football Union). To
this end, the DCC’s Chief Executive chaired a “working group” that would include the heads of
the provincial rugby union, Regional Council, Otago Regional Sport Trust and Otago Community
Trust.1 The group disbanded after delivering its recommendation to upgrade the existing stadium.
However, the DCC’s Mayor and Chief Executive interpreted the group’s ﬁndings as suggestive of
a signiﬁcant public appetite for a new stadium. In late 2005, the City thus appointed prominent
business personality, Malcolm Farry to head up another, more independent group to explore the
feasibility of a building a new facility.
In late 2005, the DCC began paying expenses towards hiring architects, culminating in Farry’s
2006 announcement that a stadium could be built through a partnership with the City, the
University of Otago and Otago Regional Council. No formal agreement or contract between the
City and the group existed at that time; Farry would only register his group as a charitable
organisation in 2007, formalising it as the Carisbrook Stadium Trust (CST). The CST’s selfappointed trustees included the directors of construction companies, consultancy ﬁrms and
property developers. The partnership between the DCC and CST, as stipulated in a services
level agreement, would continue until the stadium’s completion in 2011.
Like the previous working group, the DCC commissioned the CST to provide options for
consideration under requirements of the Local Government Act 2002; among those options was
whether to refurbish the existing stadium or build a new one. Paradoxically, in fulﬁlling its stated
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mission – “to bring the vision to reality” – the CST sought engagement with the public on its
acceptability. The CST took out advertisements in print and web-based media to advance its proposal
and subsequently commissioned consultants Colmar Brunton to survey residents on whether it was
a good idea.
Thus, one immediate outcome of outsourcing investigations to the CST was that this arrangement enabled the Trust to outsource research to other consultants. In 2008, for example, the CST
commissioned Marketing Bureau Ltd, a marketing, media and corporate communications consulting ﬁrm, to advance the case for a new stadium and to raise private sector funding through the
sale of seating products (e.g., corporate suites, etc). In addition to its retainer, Marketing Bureau’s
contract with the CST included a 2% commission on the money it raised. The arrangement meant
that City councillors were now twice removed from the source of “oﬃcial” information ﬂowing to
the public, with Marketing Bureau’s sales strategy suggesting that the stakeholders were ’all in’
prior to any council vote (McLEan 2009, Morris 2012b).
By 2009 the CST had spent $11 million in consulting fees, while operating as an independent
contractor with little accountability towards elected oﬃcials. Throughout its tenure, the CST
maintained that it could peer review its own consultants’ work exploring for instance, operational
forecasts and projected private sector contributions. In the lead up to the Council’s decision to
proceed with the project, the CST tabled a report to the City saying that the “CST and it’s (sic)
consultants have concluded that the private sector funding target is very much achievable’. In
taking out a full-page ad in the local newspaper, the CST claimed (among other promises) that the
“Stadium will be proﬁtable”:
The funding target establishes a debt free stadium. On this basis the business plan for the stadium shows that
it makes a proﬁt. Unlike nearly all other Council owned facilities it will not need annual funding support.
This assessment has been conﬁrmed by two of New Zealand’s leading accountancy ﬁrms (CST, 2008).

Such forecasts thus became one of the key elements for claiming the project’s aﬀordability.
Despite opposition group Stop the Stadium’s requests for information via the Local Government
Oﬃcial Information and Meetings Act (LGOIMA 1987), the CST’s business case would remain
opaque due to the latter’s insistence that it was not subject to the LGOIMA.

4. The Financing Apparatus
The subject of costs and beneﬁts features in virtually every narrative around a new stadium (Long
2012). In terms of beneﬁts, the storyline can typically be reduced to “build it and they will come”,
which promises urban revitalisation and economic spinoﬀs from visitor spending. The second
storyline, and the one involving considerably more sophistication involves the subject of costs. In
small cities with limited tax bases, the issue of aﬀordability generates signiﬁcant attention, both
within local authority deliberations and amongst the public more generally (Soebbing et al. 2016).
Pivotal to the Dunedin City Council’s decision then, was the private sector’s involvement in
rendering the stadium aﬀordable. From 2007–2009, the City Council resolved that it would not
proceed unless the CST met conditions, chief among them that the $45 million in private sector
ﬁnancing was in place. By August of that year, the DCC amended its condition around private
sector ﬁnancing, voting to approve the build if the CST could reach 60% of the private sector
target. In early 2009, this threshold would be softened again, to 51% of the total (a ﬁgure based on
the CST’s assurance it had already secured this amount). While the DCC now understood that
private sector funding would not be in place during construction, Malcolm Farry continued to
assure councillors that the $45 million milestones would be reached, yet careful to say that the
millions raised to that point were commitments (not cash “in the bank”) (Radio NZ 2011).
Throughout the building stages, the exact amount of private sector funding raised by the CST
would remain unknowable to city oﬃcials.
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Given the apparent gap in private sector funding, increasing land costs and escalating building
estimates, the stadium would become the subject of court proceedings, with the opponent group
Stop the Stadium (STS) arguing that the DCC needed to consult again on its long term community plan. Throughout 2008–2011, the Mayor, city oﬃcials, the CST and pro-stadium interest
group (Our Stadium) assured residents that the build would not cost more than $66 per average
household per year (for 20 years). This ﬁgure would be heavily debated by opponents, initially
because the arithmetic simply did not add up (accounting for only $66 million of the $85 million
provisional commitment). Now armed with the undisputed increase in the DCC’s contribution
(from $85 m to $99 m), STS sought to halt the signing of construction contracts and force the
DCC to consult again on its annual plan. Aﬃdavits from both the City’s Chief Executive and
Manager of Finance and Corporate Support suggested that, while changes in costs and projected
revenues were indeed correct, the ﬁnancing apparatus mitigated any eﬀects and the consequences
were thus minimal. No further public consultation would be required. Notably, the High Court at
the time, “found it impossible to undertake any analysis of the ﬁnancial aspects of the stadium
given the complexity and given the lack of detailed ﬁnancial analysis” (Stephens 2009, p. 2).
Likewise in the Court of Appeal, the judge acknowledged the case “involved discussion of ﬁgures
of considerable complexity” (O’Regan 2009:, section 41).
At the heart of this complexity was the ﬁnancing apparatus city oﬃcials had been proposing to
keep tax rates down. The plan had been to use dividends from the city’s council-controlled trading
organisations (CCTOs) to service the debt and for the debt to be held outside of the DCC’s
accounts. The scheme involved a combination of new and existing CCTOs that would aid in
transferring ownership, debt and operational deﬁcits away from the local authority (see Figure 1).
Under this plan, the City would own the stadium during its construction but would transfer
ownership (and debt) to a new CCTO, called Dunedin Venues Ltd. (DVL). Alongside this
company, another company (DVML) would be created to manage the facility after its completion.
Financially backing DVL (the company holding the debt) would be Dunedin City Holdings Ltd,
the corporate umbrella of the City’s remaining seven subsidiary CCTOs.
One advantage of this arrangement was that the DCC could appear as not increasing its own
debt, by placing liabilities “oﬀ-balance sheet” (Andon 2012). A more crucial advantage was that
the loan held by DVL could be split into two – one part paid by the ratepayers ($66 per year) and

Figure 1. The stadium’s ﬁnancing apparatus(2010–2014).
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a larger part paid for by the City’s other CCTOs. Thus, in the face of cost escalations and the lack
of private sector funding, the apparatus enabled the CST and DCC to claim that the stadium
would have no additional impact on ratepayers. Indeed, the DCC’s lawyers suggested in the High
Court that: “a per ratepayer basis. . .was the essential yardstick for consultation purposes because it
was a ﬁgure that would mean most to the beneﬁciaries of the consultation, the ratepayers”
(O’Regan 2009:, section 53).
However, while ratepayers could be assured that their taxes would only go up by $66 per year,
few members of the public understood the relationship between the CCTOs and the City’s
ﬁnances. It would later become apparent that few of councillors understood the implications of
this apparatus as well. After deliberations ceased and construction began, one of the key designers
of the apparatus said, “there are only three or four of us who actually understand it” (personal
communication).

5. The Consequences
Dunedin’s Forsyth Barr Stadium opened in August 2011, in time for New Zealand’s hosting of the
Rugby World Cup. As with most mega projects, the stadium incurred cost overruns. Initially
projected at NZD $188 million the stadium’s ﬁnal cost would later be determined to be
$224 million (PwC 2012). Among items not included in the “Guaranteed Maximum Price” of
$188m were internal ﬁttings such as toilets in one of the stands, a scoreboard, turnstiles, and
kitchen catering facilities. While amounting to only 4% of the total project cost, these additions
were symptomatic of the accountability arrangements between the City and the CST. In its
analysis of stadium costs, consultants Price Waterhouse Coopers noted:
The fact that Trust costs went beyond budget expectations must have been known at the time and we can
ﬁnd no evidence that anybody at DCC took that up with CST or the Council. We were told that Council
staﬀ considered that they had no choice but to pay the Trust expenses because those expenses had gone
through the Trust‘s own approval process (PwC 2012, p. 29).

Budget problems notwithstanding, the project resulted in a substantial overrun in the City’s
investment – initially set at $91m, but eventuating into a $162m contribution (a 78% increase).
After the project’s completion, it emerged that the University did not, in fact, contribute to the
build, beyond paying for a parcel of land and a shared wall. Despite the CST and DCC’s public
statements indicating the University would be contributing $10 million to the cost of the Stadium,
auditors stated that, “this approach [i.e., no investment in seats or turf] was ﬁrmly reiterated” by
university oﬃcials and “we doubt anyone could have seriously believed otherwise” (PwC, p. 21).
The decision to build a new stadium had ﬁnancial impacts beyond the $224 million in building
costs. The City was subsequently forced to contribute approximately $10 million towards the costs
of re-aligning a state highway to accommodate the new stadium (DCC 2013). It also had to
purchase the existing Carisbrook Stadium owned by the Otago Rugby Union (ORU) in preparation for its eventual demolition. Despite the global ﬁnancial crisis, and falling property prices, the
DCC paid the ORU $7 million, the amount partly justiﬁed to ensure the latter’s viable ﬁnancial
position to use the new stadium and to help clear its debts (e.g., $2 million owed to the City). In
spite of these eﬀorts, by Feb 2012 the Otago Rugby Union faced liquidation and had to be bailed
out, with the DCC forgiving a further $480,000 in debt so as to retain the stadium’s key tenant. In
the end, the DCC reported a “cash loss” of $2.3 million after the sale of the old stadium land and
surrounding properties (DCC 2013).
Some consequences of the stadium’s construction were immediate such as the deferring of
community projects, including playgrounds and walkway developments. Also relatively immediately, and in an eﬀort to make the project appear “on budget”, the City deferred the stadium’s
$5.3 million depreciation and maintenance fund that was included in the original budget. The
funding gaps and additional costs would induce signiﬁcant ﬂow-on eﬀects. Soon after the
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stadium’s completion, it emerged that DVML (the CCTO responsible for managing the facility)
would operate at a signiﬁcant loss. Despite the CST’s forecasted annual surpluses of $3.3 million
and $3.1 million for 2012–2013, the new CCTO lost $3.2 million in its ﬁrst year. The loss was
attributed to the ﬁnancing apparatus, in which DVML had to pay $4 M in rent to DVL (the
company owning the stadium) to cover loan-servicing costs.
In 2011, Dunedin City Holdings Ltd (the umbrella company overseeing the City’s CCTOs)
announced that it faced an annual dividend shortfall of $8 million. It subsequently emerged that
DCHL had been borrowing to fund dividends to the City, and that the group of companies was
likewise borrowing to pay oﬀ this debt. However, the debt picture was rendered more opaque because
DVL and DVML were neither part of the DCHL’s group of companies, nor within the DCC.
As these events unfolded, the DCC conducted a review of council-owned company governance
structures. The resulting ‘Larsen Report’ (2011) exposed the practice of elected councillors sitting
as directors on the boards of CCTOs. One City councillor and stadium proponent (Paul Hudson)
was found to be a board member of DCHL, as well as a company director on four of the seven
companies under its purview (see Figure 2). Unsurprising (perhaps) in hindsight was that the
DCC’s Manager of Corporate and Finance and chief designer of the ﬁnancing apparatus (Athol
Stephens), held a directorship on Dunedin City Treasury, the CCTO responsible for managing the
subsidiary group’s loans and borrowing. Larsen recommended an end to directors serving on
multiple subsidiary boards or on both DCHL and subsidiary boards, to ensure “independent
governance” over subsidiaries (Larsen 2011). While the connections among councillors supporting the stadium and their roles as CCTO company directors were never questioned outright,
Larsen chastised the stadium’s ﬁnancing apparatus, noting that “governance arrangements based
on complex ﬁnancial structures without adequate substance, understanding and clarity amongst
the key parties, seldom meet expectations (Larsen 2011, p. 21).
In the aftermath of the Larsen report, the DCHL chairman (Hudson) was expelled, marking an
end to elected oﬃcials serving as company directors. Following through on other recommendations from the Larsen report, the DCC pursued asset sales, selling Citibus in late 2011, a public
transport CCTO under DCHL. By 2013, the DCC began cost-cutting exercises in earnest,
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considering various projects to delay or scrap (Morris 2013). It proposed a moratorium on
community grants, a $400,000 events attraction fund, a plan to speed up debt payment on the
stadium ($1m per year), and an additional $725,000 per year to help DVML pay its debt (Morris
2013, Bidrose et al. 2014).
DCHL’s practice of borrowing to pay for dividends invited more scrutiny of the councilcontrolled companies. In 2012 and as a result of oﬃcial information requests by the remnants of
Stop the Stadium, the Mayor announced that one of the City’s CCTOs (Delta Services Utility) had
“made several risky and imprudent deals and investments to boost dividend streams at the
council’s demand”, resulting in signiﬁcant losses (Cull 2016). Once again the stadium was cited
as precipitating these practices, with the Oﬃce of the Auditor General (OAG) criticising the
council’s governance role in pushing its companies to maximise dividends to pay for the stadium
(Morris 2014). In 2016, another council-owned utility company (Aurora Energy) was found to be
negligent in upgrading electricity infrastructure leaving thousands of power poles compromised
and potentially dangerous – the reason, according to the company’s CEO: the need to pay
$30 million towards the Stadium via “subventions” payments over a ﬁve-year period (Elder 2016).
Returning to the CST, its inner workings would be partially unearthed by former spokesperson
of Stop the Stadium, Bev Butler. Aided by the Oﬃce of the Ombudsman, Butler established that
the CST’s records were indeed subject to LGOIMA requests, but only after compelling the DCC to
release the two legal opinions it had sought on the matter in 2008 (Butler 2012a). Nevertheless, it
took 14 months to force the DCC/CST to release records regarding its dealings with the Marketing
Bureau Ltd (the consultancy group contracted to fundraise). From this Records showed that the
CST paid Marketing Bureau $652,809, about the same amount as it raised in private sector capital
for the project (Butler 2012b). When it became apparent in 2013 that the stadium would lose
millions per year, Butler ﬁled another LGOIMA request in the hopes of identifying the accountancy ﬁrms responsible for conducting the peer-reviews from 2008. As with previous requests, the
CST did not respond (this time for eight months) until the Ombudsman instructed the DCC to do
so on its behalf. Four years after the stadium’s completion, the CST had still not disclosed its full
records (Morris 2015b), blaming the delay on its shifting ﬁles to a secure storage facility.
Based on the above, we suggest the stadium generated considerable turbulence in this small
city. To ﬁnance the largest infrastructure project in a generation, designers placed considerable
strain on the city’s CCTOs, forcing them to borrow over $40 million to supplement dividends
(Cull 2016). The increased capital costs and annual losses by the stadium invited closer scrutiny of
the links between the city and its CCTOs. This resulted in the abolishment of elected oﬃcials
acting as company directors and raised public attention regarding the interconnectedness of city
ﬁnances. The companies responsible for the stadium’s debt (DVL) and its operation (DVML)
were subsequently brought within the wider group of CCTOs, ceasing the practice of disguising
liabilities “oﬀ-balance sheet”.

6. Discussion: Learning from Turbulence
As Crompton (2006) observes, the contentious nature of new stadia tends to make them
susceptible to spurious economic claims and “shenanigans” around their beneﬁts.2 Because
beneﬁts are debatable, aspects of cost control and ﬁnancing become important considerations
and, as this case illustrates, subject to entrepreneurial initiative and design. The collaborative
arrangements that arise are thus important from an urban governance perspective since they draw
attention to the signiﬁcant role of partnerships and nonelected actors in the process of collective
goal deﬁnition and decision-making (Peters and Pierre 2012).
One of the signiﬁcant implications from this political entrepreneurialism surrounds the
externalisation of advice (Craft and Howlett 2013). While it would be unreasonable to suggest
that a small city would have expertise to conduct investigations “at the ready”, this case illustrates
the risks for a local body wanting to appear detached from a contentious project. Issues of
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expertise and competency aside, the dilemma surrounds whether to “trust the trust” in coordinating investigations or, to disaggregate aspects of the planning process, with coordination undertaken by council oﬃcials. This tension is perhaps more easily negotiated in larger cities yet even in
those contexts, Linovski (2016) suggests that while planning consultants can “foster debate and
push public actors in new and productive directions”, there is nevertheless a need for strong
public sector involvement (p. 462). Thus, the role for local authorities as stewards of this “liminal
space” (between public and private advisory spheres), is perhaps more evident in circumstances
that are ﬂuid, pluralised and policycentric (Craft and Howlett 2013).
One particular lesson in this regard surrounds the formal oversight of consultants and the
reliability accorded to their reviews and forecasts. In this case, accountability for information
regarding contributions from other partners, projected revenues and operational costs would stop
at the CST. As one city councillor noted, knowing what they know now, the “clear decision”
would have been to vote against the decision to build in 2009:
The crystal ball that was used at the time should clearly have been returned under warranty. It was way out.
What we suﬀer now was the fact that promises were made .with information which was far from what
turned out to be reality (Morris 2014).

Drawing from Beveridge (2012), the DCC’s “unnecessarily complicated assessment papers” (Larsen
2011) thus produced “institutional voids” in local governance – that is ad hoc spaces that could
become depoliticised because of the reliance on private consultants. Indeed without any formal
entry points to question the CST’s ﬁndings, its forecasts remained unchallenged and unchallengeable (arguably this accountability deﬁcit would be mitigated within an Australian-like state planning
authority that operates under Ministerial authority)(see for example, Oakley 2011).
The DCC has since scrutinised feasibility studies more carefully. Proponents of a new swimming pool facility (who have also formed a charitable trust) for example, were disappointed that
the City doubled the Trust’s estimated operating cost forecast from $1.1 million to $2.2 million
(Porteous 2015). In this light, the increased guardedness against such “optimism bias” (Flyvbjerg
2007) perhaps reﬂects a new “rule-in-use” for this local authority (Lowndes et al. 2006). What
continues, however, is the repeated use of consultants’ reports to legitimise stadium spending.
Each event held there is predictably followed by a report on its economic beneﬁts, indicative of the
City’s need to justify subsidies and the future investments in upkeep and maintenance (Morris
2015a). Unsurprisingly, the methods and assumptions are not published or publicly available, nor
are the ﬁgures on the other side of the ledger, including inducements provided to event rights
holders, the value of ticket sales that “leak out” of the economy, etc. While certainly there are
“commercially sensitive” elements in these contracts, the opaqueness in reporting remains an
unchanged aspect of the stadium’s CCTO, limiting the possibility for learning by other cities.
This point is particularly salient for Christchurch (pop. 368,000), a larger (but still small) urban
centre 400 km north of Dunedin. Christchurch has its own unique circumstances, owing to
earthquakes in 2010/2011 that led to a massive infrastructure rebuild of the city’s central core. The
earthquakes rendered its premier rugby stadium unusable and since then, discussions have been
ongoing regarding the merits of a new covered stadium. Its projected cost stands at $496 million,
with a $243 million shortfall yet to be resolved (KPMG 2018). At least one lesson seems to have
been transferred from Dunedin’s experience. A recent consultant’s report pointed out that earnings from a new covered stadium would not be enough to cover debt repayments (Christchurch
Stadium Trust 2017). Signiﬁcantly also, this report warns that Christchurch City Council should
not expect a substantial contribution from the private sector.
The Dunedin case could arguably be an exemplar in relation to small city collaborative
networks and planning. The stadium’s ﬁnancing apparatus required the coordination of seven
diﬀerent organisations spanning public, private and non-proﬁt/charitable organisations. In this
perspective, the stadium tested the institutional matrix of local governance and the integration of
public-private organisations. More particularly, the stadium also illustrated the assemblage’s
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propensity for turbulence. Indeed, the cascading eﬀects from this coordinated eﬀort may well be
rooted in what Ansell and Trondal (2017) call a “turbulence of scale” – that is, when governing
solutions at one level become problematic at another. The permeable borders between the local
authority and its council-owned companies resulted in a number of unexpected outcomes such as
asset sales, legal proceedings, governance reforms and company failures. Based in part on
Dunedin’s institutional challenges, the Oﬃce of the Auditor General’s (2015) recent report on
council-controlled companies, suggested ﬁrmer delineations between councils and their companies. Taken together, this case suggests the possibility for turbulence to precipitate a temporary
halt to the “ongoing softening of the public/private boundary” (Lowndes and McCaughie 2013,
p. 544).
In part, it was this soft boundary between the city’s ﬁnances and its CCTOs that made it
diﬃcult for elected oﬃcials to disentangle the stadium’s funding scheme. This diﬃculty stemmed
from the intricacy of arrangements on the one hand, and the ways in which ﬁgures were presented
on the other. In an attempt to deﬂect blame for dividend falls, the ousted DCHL chairman
claimed council colleagues were not interested in reports, nor could they understand them
(Morris 2012a). As the auditors attempted to establish the stadium’s ﬁnal costs, they too
sympathised with trying to unpack reports, noting that “presentation of the data could have
been clearer”:
In our assessment, what was missing at the time was a document that clearly articulated this [the ﬁnancial
shortfall] to those that were interested, setting out the cost and the known funding sources. This is not
a view shared by some DCC Oﬃcers who referred us to the spreadsheets supplied to Council. . .’ (PwC 2012).

To some extent, the DCC oﬃcers’ views of the stadium’s ﬁnancing apparatus could be read as
a deliberate strategy for preventing “meddlers” and forging a distance between the “development
machine” and local residents (Raco et al. 2016). Viewed less cynically perhaps, it was perhaps
unforeseeable that such “new hybrid assemblages” would act to “co-produce” the regulatory
structures governing their own conduct (Raco et al. 2016, p. 220). Indeed drawing from Savoie
(2004), the deployment of these strategies might also be explained by the increasingly entrepreneurial and ﬂuid partnership regimes that enable managerial discretion. More particularly, Savoie
(2004, p. 15) observes that public servants can now “to squirm out of the apparatus in which they
are harnessed because there are diﬀerent harnesses available to them, most of which are porous”.
Ultimately the complexity and porosity of the process would have consequences, not only in
terms of costs and distributed risks, but also in terms of local authority attitudes on the
network arrangements between council shareholders and their companies. In short, the collaborative networks themselves produced contradictions that could no longer be overlooked
(Davies 2005). The OAG has taken notice, using the Dunedin case as an example of why more
separation and autonomy is needed between CCTOs and local authorities. Both the DCC and
the public more generally (taken here as public opposition and scrutiny voiced through the
media) have also responded. In this light, there may be cause to agree with Greve and Hodge
(2013) who point to the possibility that in turbulent times, we may see “a hardening of
personal attitudes and prejudices for or against private sector involvement in matters of public
interest” (p. 217). Optimistically, these tensions may form the basis for resisting both private
sector lobbying and “technocratic hubris”, ultimately towards a renewed sense of “democratised ﬁnance” (p. 218–221).

7. Conclusion
This paper has drawn on the Dunedin Stadium case to investigate the consequent turbulence for
a small city arising from public-private arrangements deployed to establish the project’s feasibility
and ﬁnancing. It describes the cascading dynamics that evolved from: (1) the outsourcing/
deferment of advice, communication and fundraising functions to a charitable trust, and (2) the
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mobilisation of council-owned companies into a complex ﬁnancing apparatus used to place
liabilities oﬀ-balance sheet and obfuscate costs.
Various studies have detailed the problematic legacies of sport stadia, most notably surrounding the Olympic Games in large urban centres like Montreal, Sydney, Athens, and Rio. These lie at
the extreme, in terms of cost, ideological signiﬁcance and sheer scale. Within the context of small
cities, the case above raises questions as to the capacity for smaller centres to pursue the near
hegemonic prescriptions around public-private cooperation and partnerships (Lowndes and
Skelcher 1998, Lowndes 2001). More research is warranted – not only because the eﬀects of big
projects on a small city may be proportionally greater but because small cities are arguably also
“small societies”, characterised by close social partnerships. Thus, inasmuch as global-local ﬂows
are important for understanding small centres, it is equally important to understand the limits of
an increasingly porous urban governance in cities that may already have closely interwoven
public-private spheres.

Notes
1. Trusts in New Zealand are not-for-proﬁt organisations with a charitable purpose (e.g. education, religion,
relief of poverty and other purposes that beneﬁt the community).
2. Whether new stadia actually stimulate economic growth (via increased local spending and tourism) remains
uncertain (cf.Wassmer et al 2016; Rosentraub and Swindell 2009). Notably, Dunedin City experienced no
GDP growth per capita (0%) from 2004–2014 (BERL) compared to New Zealand as a whole (1.1% growth in
GDP per capita) (BERL 2015, Economic proﬁle for the Otago Region and Dunedin City 2014).
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